Introduction. We study the approximation of nonlinear contraction semigroups
see [1] , [2] . Difficulties in generalizing this result to other methods are hidden in the fact that the contractiveness is generally not preserved under discretization. In Hubert spaces we still have enough contraction-like behavior to proceed (see Theorem 1 below), but in Banach spaces the only results we know are for the implicit Euler method, see, e.g. [4] , [9] , [13] .
Under some conditions S(r)x tends strongly to a limit as t -* °°, see [3] . We show that our approximations then converge not only on compact time intervals but uniformly on the half-axis t > 0.
We also demonstrate that our class of methods cannot substantially be enlarged, and give a convergence rate for problems with initial values inside the domain of the operator A.
We finally show that all stable multistep methods which are not weakly stable can be used to build conditionally convergent methods, where one approximates the nonlinear operator by its Yosida approximation and relates the growth of the Lipschitz constant to the decrease of the step length. dt (2) ^ + Au(t) = 0j i>0; uiO) = u0EDiA)
we shall mean the unique continuous function u: t -► S(?)"0, where 5(r) denotes the contraction semigroup generated by -A, see [1] . The initial value problem is approximated using linear multistep methods (p, a):
In (3) E denotes the translation operator Eyn = yn+ x, h > 0 is the step length and p and o are polynomials (4) p(f) = ¿ <*,?', a(o = ¿ py /=o ;=o with real coefficients and with no common divisor.
We first give a result concerning the solutions of (3).
Consider
(5) h~1piE)un + oiE)Aun = rn + k, n>0, and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (6) h-lp(EXun -vn) + aiEXAun -Avn) = fn + k, n > 0. Theorem 1. Suppose that the method (p, a) satisfies
Re£«-)>0 fijr\t\>l, (9) oQ;)*0 on |?] = 1.
If A is maximally monotone, then for any given {rn} C 77 and {u0, ..., uk_x} C D(A) there exists a unique {«"} C D(A) satisfying (5). Moreover, there exists a constant C, depending only on the method (p, a) such that for {un -vn} satisfying (6) we have, for all n~> k,
This result is included in Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [12] . We first observe that if we can show convergence for some special initial values u^, ..., uk_x in the absence of round-off errors (r = 0), then the general case can be obtained from (10).
Theorem 2. Assume that (7), (8) and (9) hold. Let A be maximally monotone and u the solution of (2). Set u* = (I + hA)~1u0 for j = 0, ..., k -1, and let {uhn} satisfy (3). Then, for all T<°°,
The proof of Theorem 2 will give us the following additional result. It is shown in [3] that if A = di¿> and <p(-u) = <p(u) for all u then (13) holds.
Another sufficient condition is that 0 E 7<(9i¿>) and the set {u EH\ \u\<M, <#(ú) < M)
is compact for all M < °° [1, p. 90] . Finally, note that if ^4 -cJ is monotone for some a > 0, then u(t) tends exponentially to the unique solution of 0 = Ac.
Consider the assumptions on (p, a). The (algebraic) consistency conditions (7) are certainly necessary for the convergence (11) . We shall now demonstrate that also the assumption (8) is necessary. Methods satisfying (8) are called A -stable [5] . If The assumption (9), on the contrary, seems to be a technical one. A practical method excluded by (9) is the trapezoidal rule (15) h-1(uH"+1-uH") + K(Au*+l+Au*) = 0, n>0. It can be shown that (16) holds for all stable methods (p, a) which are not "weakly stable" (defined in terms of the growth parameters; G. Dahlquist, personal communication).
We shall approximate the solution of (2) by the scheme (17) h~*P(EKn + ^MX<" =0, n > 0.
Note that since AK is Lipschitz-continuous with the constant 1/X, (17) has a unique solution {u* n] C H, whenever h¡\ is small enough, for all given {w£ 0, ...,«* k.} CH.
Theorem 5. Suppose that the method (p, a) satisfies (7) and (16). Let A be maximally monotone and u the solution of (2), with u0 E D(A). Set »£ ■ = u0 for j = 0, ..., k -1, and suppose {m* n) satisfies (17). Assume that for a given c > 0, we have X2 > ch. Then there exist constants X0 = X0(p, a, c) > 0 and C = C(p, a, T, c) such that if\E (0, A0), then
We finally point out that (16) cannot be replaced by just assuming that p is stable, that is 0 G S. Consider the "leap-frog" method (p, a) = (f2 -1, 2f) for which For \u^ -u*| we get from Theorem 1 (20) K-i%\<C{\u*-vP0\ + h\Au*-Ai%\} Xoxn>0,h>0.
(C will denote a constant which is independent on n, h, X, T but not necessarily the same at each occurrence.)
We recall some well-known properties of the resolvent Jx = (7 + X^4)-1 and the Yosida approximation Ax = (1/X)(7 -Jx), of a maximally monotone operator A:
(i) \Axx\ t \Ax\ and Axx -* Ax for x E D(A) as X i 0, (ii) \Axx\ Î °° for x é D(/l) as X 4 0, (iii) ^x = A/Xx for all x E 77, X > 0.
Since Jx is a contraction for X > 0,^4x is (maximally monotone, and) Lipschitz-continuous with constant 1/X.
Using (iii), we get h\Auh0 -Avh0\ = h\AJhu0 -AJhv0\ = h\AhuQ -i4Äu0|< \u0 -u0|<e.
Substituting this into (20) yields (26) \u(t)-ux(t)\<(Uy/2)\Au0\y/Çkt), t > 0.
In order to obtain the convergence of uhn we also need a bound for \uhn -ux \. We start with the equation (27) h-'p^Xu* -uhXn) + o(E)(Auhn -Axu'ln) = 0, n > 0.
Define ux n = uhn = u^ for n < 0, and denote -Auhn + Axux n = z". Then we have for all n E Z (28) h-1p(E)(uh"-u1n) = pn, with pn = 0 for n < 0 and pn = a(E)zn for n > 0. It is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [12] , that the left-hand side of (30) can be bounded from below by 8\u^ -ux N\2, with ô > 0 depending only on the method (p, o). We shall consider the right-hand side of (30). Put vn = uh0 and use (10) . For n<Th~1 we then get \uhKn-uh0\<Cht\Axuh0\<CT\Au0\, /=* where we also used (i) and (iii). Similarly, we get the uniform boundedness for {«^}. Hence, (31) h £ (u* -«* ", r") < CT|.4Uo|2,z, TV < 77T1.
= 0
To bound the first term in the right-hand side of (30) write Jxx = x -XAxx. Since
A is monotone, we have (AJxx -Ay, Jxx -y) > 0; and using also ^4xx = AJxx, we get (32) (Axx -Ay,x-y)> \\Axx\2 -\(Ay, Axx) > -\ \Ay\2.
Hence,
We show that (34) \Auhn\<C\Au0\, n>0,h>0.
Apply (10) This give us (37) \o(E)Au*\ < C[Au0\ for all n > 0.
But (8) and (9) imply that the roots of a(f) he strictly inside the unit circle and, therefore, (37) implies (34). Summarizing (30), (31), (33) and (34) we have «l«îv--<jvI2 < CT\Au0\2h + |fc£H^I2 < CT\Au0\2(h + X), N<T/h; and since ô > 0, (38) \u»-ul"\<C\Au0\s/[T(h + 'r\)], 0 < n < T/h; h, X > 0.
Combining (25), (26) and (38) 
\uhn-Ûln\<\Au0W(Xnh) foxn>0;X,h>0.
Since the implicit midpoint rule is a convergent method (for Lipschitz-continuous problems on compact intervals [0, T] ) the proof of the reduced problem can now be completed as in the earlier chapters, using (51), and (49) or (52) HC+i-£+il<l*5-il in place of (38) and (10).
Remark. The implicit midpoint rule is the one-leg method associated with the trapezoidal rule, [6] . A generalization of Theorem 4 to all G-stable [6] methods is straightforward but since the trapezoidal rule is the only practically important method which does not satisfy (9) we do not want to introduce the machinery needed.
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However, if the conjecture that .4-stability implies G-stability (see [7] ) is correct, then some parts of the proof of Theorem 2 could be simplified. The analogue of Theorem 1 for G-stable one-leg methods has been given in [11] , with a more direct proof than in [10] . KXi^KKfcp^] ¡slal/c if X ; 0 with X2 > ch; and we conclude that {1 -|a(X, h)\bh} -O/î/iXi+r) remains bounded for X small, X < X0 say.
